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Abstract

This paper proposes an in-depth analysis of the tri-state inverter based digitally controlled oscillator. This oscillator
topology has been reported in numerous publication, however its features remain poorly understood. In this study, we
propose to focus on these lacks. We specifically addressed the oscillation period and the associated jitter as these quantities
are the design key parameters. In this paper, we propose analytical expressions taking into consideration the design, the
technology as well as the input code. These equations are suitable for hand calculations and have helped to establish
a design methodology for rapid implementation. Two circuits have been designed in STMicroelectronics CMOS 65nm
process. The first one was evaluated through simulations. Then, the measurement results obtained with the second circuit
manufactured within the same technology node are presented. Finally, the experimental data support the proposed theory.

CMOS, Digitally Controlled Ring Oscillators, Jitter.

1 Introduction

In System-on-Chip (SoC), the clock generation represents a key issue for the proper circuit operation. It is generally based
on a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL). These last two decades have witnessed the gradual substitution of the classic analog PLL
in favor of the All-Digital PLL (ADPLL) [1–4]. Indeed, digital phase synthesis techniques offer various advantages. Among
other things, they can be synthesized in a digital design flow similar to the one used for the major part of the circuit [5].

The Digitally Controlled Oscillator (DCO) is the critical issue of the ADPLL design, since it outscores the main ADPLL
characteristics, such as the jitter, the frequency range and the resolution of the system [6]. The LC-based DCOs provide the
best noise performance and, thus, are the best candidates for RF applications [7,8]. However, controlled oscillator for on-chip
clock generation is usually based on a Ring Oscillator (RO). Ring-architectures are more compact and benefit from their
regular periodic spatial structure. Moreover, the possibility to design the oscillator with digital standard cells provided by
the foundries makes it a very attractive solution [9,10]. Hence, this is by far the most used topology for the implementation
of the clock generator [11–13].

One of the actual trends in tuning the oscillation frequency is based on the association of a classic RO and an array of
Tri-State (TS) inverters as illustrated by Fig. 1 [14–16]. Complications occur when designing the circuit. The literature
does not offer a proper design methodology or guidelines, making the design phase time-consuming, even if numerous papers
relate this DCO architecture.

In 2011, we addressed a part of this lack by equating the oscillation period as a function of the tuning matrix configuration
and the technology parameters [17]. In this further work, we formulate the jitter exhibited by the controlled oscillator as
a function of the input code. These equations have been included in a design methodology which highlights the trade-off

Figure 1: Architecture of the tri-state inverter based DCO.
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2 BACKGROUND

between period uncertainty and electrical power consumption. Such a study was carried out on a different architecture in [18].
In our approach, we paid much attention to express the DCO parameters, such as oscillation period and jitter, with respect to
the well-known results of a classic RO. This will ease the use of our method for interested designers. Moreover, our in-depth
analysis enables the sizing of MOSFETs when a full-custom design is preferred for given specifications.

This paper lays out our contribution into seven parts. Following this introduction, Section 2 introduces the background
of this study and, more specifically, the DCO period formulation. Starting from these developments, the intrinsic random
jitter analysis is done in Section 3. From there, a design guideline is proposed in Section 4 in order to implement the DCO
from specifications. On this basis, the developed concepts are validated through simulations in Section 5 with a first study
case. Experimentations on a fabricated circuit allows extending the calculation method and the obtained results are shown
in Section 6. Finally, in the last Section, the conclusions and perspectives for this work are exposed.

Figure 2: Schematic view of the tri-state inverter based DCO.

2 Background

After a brief description of the DCO topology under study and its operation, the analysis conditions are presented in order
to finally express the theoretical oscillation period.

2.1 DCO Architecture

The Fig. 2 illustrates the DCO structure. It is composed of the main chain, a classic RO designed with N usual single-ended
(SE) inverters (N is odd and greater than or equal to three), associated to a matrix of TS inverters. Therefore, each stage
is defined as a SE inverter with Q TS cells connected in parallel.

The array of N×Q TS cells and, consequently, the DCO configuration, are controlled by the two-dimensional thermometer
code applied through both vectors X and Y . Thus, the (i, j)th TS element is turned-on by a high state of the signal Sel[i, j]
(i = 1, 2, . . . , N and j = 1, 2, . . . , Q). The latter results from the AND operation of the both bits Xi and Yj . Note that this
control scheme activates a rectangular set of TS cells, whose length and width are X and Y .
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2.2 Principle of Operation 2 BACKGROUND

2.2 Principle of Operation

This circuit is a digital implementation of the current-starved RO [19]. The period of the generated signal is tuned by
modulating the fan-out of each stage while its capacitive load remains constant. Indeed, in addition to the current sourced
(or sunk) by the SE inverter Ise, in the DCO case, the activation of a TS inverter provides an additional charging (discharging)
current Its to the effective capacitive load CL, see Fig. 2. This capacitor is equivalent to the load introduced by each inverter
of the concerned stage and does not depend on the input code in first approximation.

Therefore, as a function of the Y vector, the total current provided by the ith stage (i.e., a single column) to CL can be
approximated by:

ISi = Ise + ItsXi

Q∑
j=1

Yj = Ise + ItsXiY (1)

with Y =
∑Q
j=1 Yj , the decimal value associated to the word Y , within the range [0;Q].

From there, the delay introduced by the ith stage is defined as:

τDi = η
CL
ISi

VDD (2)

where η is a dimensionless coefficient (between 0.5 and 0.9) and the supply voltage VDD corresponds to the output voltage
swing of each stage. Then, the oscillation period, TOSC , can be derived such as [20]:

TOSC = 2

N∑
i=1

τDi (3)

This equation is the starting point for the formulation of the oscillation period. To go further, some assumptions are made.

2.3 Analysis Conditions

In order to obtain a simple and fairly accurate modeling of TOSC , we consider that:

1. All SE inverter stages are identical. It applies to the TS cells too. All transistors have the same channel length.

2. The PMOS and NMOS transistors of all inverters are balanced in order to equalize both charge and discharge currents.

3. The current provided by an enabled TS inverter is a fraction, β, of the current due to a SE one, such as:

β =
Its
Ise

(4)

Thus, (1) can be rewritten as follows:

ISi[Y] = Ise(1 + βXiY) (5)

4. The most part of the charges is transferred to (or from) CL, during transitions, when the active transistors (either
MseP and MtsP or MseN and MtsN ) operate in the saturation regime [21,22].

5. The effective load capacitance, CL, is quasi-invariant with the input code. By taking into account that a transistor
parasitic capacitance is a function of its gate surface [23], we define the equivalent stage capacitive load as:

CL = Cse +QCts = Cse(1 + βQ) (6)

where Cse and Cts are the capacitances introduced by a main SE cell and a TS device, respectively.

6. The selection transistors MenP and MenN are considered as perfect switches. Thus, the effect of their equivalent
drain-to-source resistance RON is negligible when they are enabled. ROFF is supposed infinite when disabled.

7. The matrix filling is incremental by row or by column. When the bit Xi equals 0, whatever the input Y , all tri-state
inverters in the concerned stage are disabled and, when Xi is high, cells are enabled with Yj .
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2.4 Analytical Expression of the Oscillation Period

Equation (2) can be rewritten by relying on the previous considerations, especially equations (5) and (6). It allows expressing
the time-delay of a stage, τDi, as a function of Y and the delay introduced by a SE inverter τDm (when the tuning matrix is
completely disconnected):

τDi[Y] = η
Cse(1 + βQ)

Ise(1 + βXiY)
VDD = τDm

1 + βQ

1 + βXiY
(7)

where:

τDm = η
Cse
Ise

VDD (8)

As a consequence, from (3) and the sixth hypothesis made in the previous subsection, the oscillation period, with respect
to the bi-dimensional input command, becomes:

TOSC [X ,Y] = 2{X τDi[Y] + (N −X )τDi[0]}

= TOSCm(1 + βQ)

(
1− X

N

βY
1 + βY

)
(9)

where, as for Y, X =
∑N
i=1Xi is a decimal value ranging from 0 to N and is associated to the vector X. Besides, the newly

introduced parameter, TOSCm in (9), stands for the oscillation period of the main chain (when the tuning matrix is totally
disconnected). It is classically defined by (10):

TOSCm = 2NτDm (10)

Because (9) relates the tuned period to that of the classic RO, it provides valuable information and some insights must
be extracted. Indeed, this equation demonstrates that the tuning matrix acts like a brake on the RO (main chain). When
all tuning cells of the matrix are selected (i.e., X = N and Y = Q), the oscillation period is minimum and equals that of the
SE RO, with:

TOSCmin = TOSC [X = N,Y = Q] = TOSCm (11)

This is explained by the fact that the CL surplus compared to Cse is compensated by the current supplied by all TS inverters.
In the reverse case, when the TS inverters are off, the controlled oscillator reaches its maximal output period:

TOSCmax = TOSC [X = 0,Y = 0] = TOSCm(1 + βQ) (12)

Indeed, only the current supplied by the SE element, Ise, charges (discharges) CL, which has a capacitance (1 + βQ) times
greater than that introduced by the unique main inverter, Cse.

By the end, a compact expression for the nominal oscillation period can be derived as in the following equation :

TOSC [X ,Y] = TOSCmax(1− δ[X ,Y]) (13)

with:

δ[X ,Y] =
X
N

βY
1 + βY

(14)

However, due to the intrinsic noise of components, the nominal period is prone to drift [20]. Thus, the next section studies
the period jitter. This is a step forward for a complete analytical and behavioral model of this DCO topology. Furthermore,
the jitter analysis is one of the most significant contributions to the present work.
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3 Period Jitter Analysis

We exclusively focus on the random jitter observed on a short time window, typically equivalent to one clock cycle [14]. It
originates from the intrinsic noise of transistors composing the DCO. Noise implies uncertainties on the threshold crossing
moment when a delay stage toggles [24,25].

Only the white noise is concerned in this study. On the one hand, for short observation time, the 1/f noise has no effect.
On the other hand, flicker noise is rejected by the PLL loop filter, where the DCO is generally implemented [26,27].

Based primarily on the jitter analysis of the main chain (matrix disconnected), we then perform an analytical model of
the DCO jitter, by quantifying the impact of the matrix with respect to its state.

Figure 3: The current and noise charging the equivalent output capacitor, when a SE inverter toggles, in a three delay stage
ring oscillator.

3.1 Jitter of the Main Chain

According to [28] and to assumption 2 made in the subsection 2.3, we can suppose that the thermal noise contribution of
each transistor is ideally of the same amount. Moreover, we assume that all noise sources are uncorrelated to each other, as
it is classically the case [20,26,28].

Focusing on the charge step, i.e. MseP drives the current while MseN is OFF, as depicted in Fig. 3, the capacitor Cse
integrates both signal and noise into voltage over the time-window [0; τDm]. Hence, referring to (2), the threshold crossing
dynamics are such that:

VDD =

∫ τDm

0

IseP + inseP
ηCse

dt (15)

where inseP is the thermal noise current due to MseP operating in the saturaion region. inseP is associated to its single-sided
Power Spectral Density (PSD) SinseP

. Therefore, the mean time-delay, τDm, is described by (8) and its variance, στDm
2, is

given by:

στDm

2 =
1

2

SinseP

IseP
2 τDm = κm

2τDm (16)

The complete derivation of this last result can be found in [28], where we define κm
2 as the current noise Normalized PSD

(NPSD):

κm =
1√
2

√
SinseP

IseP
(17)

Equation (16) is meaningful. On the one hand, it demonstrates that the delay variance of a stage is directly proportional to
its nominal value. On the other hand, it is also proportional to the current noise NPSD.

Considering the assumptions on noise characteristics, the variance of the oscillation period, σTOSCm
2, is obtained by

summing (16) for both rising and falling edges of the N main inverters. It yields:

σTOSCm

2 = 2NστDm

2 = κm
2TOSCm (18)

and the period jitter is the RMS value of (18).
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Figure 4: Currents and noises provided to CL by a tuned stage.

3.2 Impact of the Tuning Matrix

Similarly to the previous case, the matrix noise contribution can be analyzed by relying on the Fig. 4. In addition to the
noise sourced by MseP , the noise sources, intsP , provided by the enabled TS inverters have to be considered. The total noise
current integrated by CL is the direct sum of each of these uncorrelated sources. Its PSD can be formulated, for the ith

column and with respect to Y, as follows:

SinSi
[Y] = SinseP

(1 + βXiY) (19)

Moreover, based on (16), the variance of the column delay can be expressed through:

στDi

2[Y] = κ′
2
[Y]τDi[Y] (20)

where the NPSD, κ′
2
, depends on [Y], such as :

κ′
2
[Y] =

1

2

SinSi
[Y]

ISi
2[Y]

=
1

2

SinseP

IseP
2

1

1 + βXiY

= κm
2 1

1 + βXiY
(21)

Finally, to inject equations (21) and (7) in (20) results in:

στDi

2[Y] =
1

2

SinseP

IseP
2 τDm

1 + βQ

(1 + βXiY)2

= στDm

2 1 + βQ

(1 + βXiY)2
(22)
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Thereby, for the ith column, if every TS inverter is disabled, i.e. the bit Xi equals 0, the variance of the stage delay is (1+βQ)
times greater than that introduced by the main inverter (matrix disconnected). As a consequence for the oscillation period,
its variance is governed by:

σTOSC

2[X ,Y] = 2{XστDi

2[Y] + (N −X )στDi

2[0]} (23)

With (22), it becomes:

σTOSC

2[X ,Y] = 2XστDm

2 1 + βQ

(1 + βXiY)2
+ (N −X )στDm

2(1 + βQ)

= σTOSCm

2(1 + βQ)×
{

1− X
N

(
1− 1

(1 + βY)2

)}
(24)

It is worth noting that the variance of the DCO period remains directly proportional to that of the RO (without the
tuning matrix): σTOSCm

2, previously described by (18). This original formulation allows highlighting specific features. First,
when each element of the connected matrix is disabled (X = 0 and/or Y = 0), the variance calculation leads to (25):

σTOSC

2[0, 0] = σTOSCm

2(1 + βQ)

= σTOSCmax (25)

Indeed, in this case, the delay of a stage is (1 + βQ) times longer than that of the main inverter and, the noise is integrated
during this time. Furthermore, activating TS inverters yields the decrease of the period uncertainty. In this sense, X = N
and Y = Q is a remarkable configuration. We previously demonstrated that the DCO oscillates at the natural frequency of
the RO and, with (24), we show that the period variance is:

σTOSC

2[N,Q] =
σTOSCm

2

(1 + βQ)
(26)

This last relation shows for equivalent oscillation periods, the period jitter exhibited by the DCO is attenuated by a factor√
1 + βQ compared to that of the unique main chain.

At the end, a compact expression for σTOSC
2 can be derived as in the following equation:

σTOSC

2[X ,Y] = σTOSCmax

2(1− ϑ[X ,Y]) (27)

where σTOSCmax
2 is defined by (25) and ϑ[X ,Y] relates the jitter to the input command, such as:

ϑ[X ,Y] =
X
N

(
1− 1

(1 + βY)2

)
(28)

Later in this paper, Fig. 6 gives a graphical view of this novel jitter formulation for given specifications.

4 Design Guidelines

The analytical developments have shown that the DCO period and its dynamic are strongly dependent on those of the single
RO, and more precisely, on the delay introduced by a main inverter, τDm. A first definition was given in (8). It is now
interesting to expose its technology dependence.

In accordance with [23], Cse can be defined as:

Cse =
5

2
LWsePCox(1 + βγ) (29)

where L is the MOSFET channel length, WseP is the PMOS (MseP ) gate width, Cox is the device oxide capacitance and
finally, γ is the applied ratio between MseP and MseN so as to equalize charging and discharging currents. We defined these
currents by using the alpha-power law model in saturation regime [21,29], such as:

Ise = Kα
WseP

L
(VDD − VTH)α (30)
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where Kα, VTH and α are technology dependent parameters. Kα is a drivability factor. VTH is the threshold voltage. α
ranges from 1, for deep submicron technology, to 2 for long channel length. This way, every fabrication process is covered.
Finally, the current is defined for a gate voltage equals to VDD [22, 30].

Then, τDm, the delay introduced by a SE inverter, previously defined in (8), becomes:

τDm = L2 5ηCox(1 + γ)VDD
2Kα(VDD − VTH)α

(31)

From there, our model integrates all the necessary entries for circuit designing. So that, several design strategies can be
derived. Here, we develop one of them for given period range, resolution and fabrication technology.

4.1 Sizing Procedure

We propose to figure out N , L, Q, β and WseP in 4 steps.

4.1.1 Technology Influence

The minimal oscillation period is set by the specifications. From equations (10) and (11) with (31), we demonstrated that:

TOSCmin = 2NτDm = NL2 5ηCox(1 + γ)VDD
Kα(VDD − VTH)α

(32)

Hence, by setting L at the minimal channel length allowed by the specified technology, the number of stages N can be
deduced. A trade-off between L and N may be required.

4.1.2 Period Range

The oscillator output dynamic sets the product of parameters βQ. Indeed, from (11) and (12), we have:

βQ =
TOSCmax
TOSCmin

− 1 (33)

The insights drawn from the analysis, in section 2, lead to think β as the parameter referring to the DCO period step; while
Q finally defines the number of step, and consequently the number of TS cells, for the period sweeping from TOSCmax to
TOSCmin.

4.1.3 DCO Resolution

The equation (13), expressing the period dependence to the command input, shows the non-linear relation between Y and
TOSC for this control scheme. The period step, when activating an additional TS inverter, is not constant and varies according
to the matrix state. However, regardless of the control strategy set up by the designer, the maximal step is always reached
when switching on a TS cell in a column previously inactive. Then, the maximal period decrement, ∆Tmax, can be calculated
as follows:

∆Tmax = TOSCmax − TOSC [1, 1] = δ[1, 1]TOSCmax (34)

which leads to:

β =
N∆Tmax

TOSCmax −N∆Tmax
(35)

By relying on the result of (33), Q is deduced and the tuning matrix is sized.
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4.1.4 WseP , Adjustment Variable

The MOS gate width does not have any influence on the nominal oscillation period nor on the tuning step, at the first order.
Nevertheless, it is a key parameter. WseP imposes the DCO power consumption and the jitter magnitude, due to intrinsic
noise, exhibited by the structure.

By omitting leakage and short circuit currents, at its highest oscillation frequency, the circuit consumes a maximal
electrical power which is defined by:

Pmax = NCLVDD
2 1

TOSCmin
=

1

2η
VDDIse(1 + βQ) (36)

and from (30), it appears that:

Pmax ∝ Ise ∝WseP (37)

Furthermore, with (16) and (24), we showed that:

σTOSC
[N,Q] ∝ σTOSCm

∝
√
SinseP

IseP
∝ 1√

WseP

(38)

To contrast (37) and (38) reveals the trade-off with regard to the choice of WseP . Large transistors allow reducing the
intrinsic jitter at the expense of an increase of the electrical power consumption. In practice, the maximal value of one of
both parameters is set by the application requirements. The other one is then deduced.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: For WseP=64 µm: (a) - Simulation result of the oscillation period as a function of the bi-dimensional command ;
(b) - Absolute error between theory and simulation.

4.2 Applicaton to Circuit-S

These guidelines are experienced in designing a first DCO: Circuit-S (S for Simulation). For validation purpose, the latter is
qualified through simulations in the next section.

Circuit-S is implemented in the STMicroelectronics CMOS 65nm process with HPA-LP MOSFETs (High-Perfomance
Analog and Low-Power) provided by the Design-Kit. The device is powered by 1.2 V. It is intended to operate within the
oscillation period range of TOSCmin = 2 ns to TOSCmax = 20 ns, with a maximal period step ∆Tmax = 1 ns, at ambient
temperature. Thereby:

1. We set the gate length L at 0.5 µm. Then, the number of stages N = 7 is deduced from (32) for TOSCmin = 2 ns.
We intentionally apply long channel length to MOSFETs. The reader can note that, in section 6, another circuit is
designed with the minimal length of this technology node. Both circuits allow validating the model for extreme cases.

2. The ratio TOSCmax/TOSCmin implies that the product βQ equals 9.

3. β should be equal to 0.54, the reader can refer to (35). So as to ease the implementation of MseP,N and MtsP,N , at the
layout level, β is rounded to 0.5.
Thence, Q should be equal to 18. We set it to 20 in order to get a safe margin ensuring the operating range.
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Figure 6: DCO period jitter predicted with equation (24).

4. To highlight the key role played by the reference gate-width, WseP , on the DCO features, we vary it from 4 to 64 µm.

The calculated parameters are summarized in Table 1. The aspect ratios of MseP,N and MtsP,N were determined according
to coefficients β and γ. Finally, the dimensions of enabling MOSFETs (i.e., MenP,N ) were computed for their effective drain-
to-source resistance does not exceed a few dozen Ohms, and thereby, minimizing their impact.

Table 1: Circuit-S design parameters

Parameter Value Inverter MOSFET WP /WN/L (µm)
Q 20 SE MseP,N 64/20/0.5
β 0.5 TS MtsP,N 32/10/0.5
N 7 MenP,N 160/50/0.35
γ 3.2 E/D not shown 0.18/0.06/0.06

Note that, according to [20], γ is calculated with a view to equalize both falling and rising edge of the generated wave in
order to minimize the DCO sensitivity to 1/f noise.

5 Simulation Results for Circuit-S

We intend to fulfill two goals in this section. The first one is to evaluate the analytical description built previously. Hence, the
formulations of TOSC [X ,Y] and σTOSC

[X ,Y] are verified. Then, the trade-off between the power consumption and the period
uncertainty is highlighted. Again, the second goal is to provide further knowledges on the DCO behaviour. The simulations
have enabled the mapping of the oscillation period as a function of the tuning matrix state. This result suggests remarkable
properties regarding the DCO transfer characteristic according to the activation strategy of TS inverters. Therefore, this
section ends with a focus on this last point.

All simulations were carried out with Eldo(-RF) - a SPICE-like electronic circuit simulator edited by Mentor Graphics -
associated to the BSIM4 MOS transistor model, for Typical-Typical corner.

5.1 Nominal Oscillation Period

Fig. 5a shows the oscillation period as a function of the bi-dimensional command. This result is obtained with a SST
(Steady-STate) analysis. The period ranges from 1.93 ns, when all tuning inverters are enabled, to 20.52 ns, for X = 0 and
Y = 0. This figure demonstrates that equation (13) adequately describes the period according to both X and Y.

Fig. 5b presents the relative error between the simulated and the theoretical curves (in absolute terms). A maximal error
of 28% is obtained for the combination X = 6 and Y = 20, while the mean error equals 5.4% for a standard deviation of
6.8%. At first glance, the maximal error can seem high. However, the errors with usual equations applied for the RO period
calculation can go up to 63% [31, 32]. These deviations can be explained by three factors. In first place, the model of delay
used in this work is already an approximation. As a comparison, [33] deals with more sophisticated and accurate models.
However, they can not be used for hand calculations and/or rapid prototyping. We also suggested that CL does not depend
on the input code while simulations show a variation slightly less than 8%. Finally, we assumed that MseN,P and MtsN,P
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: For WseP = 64 µm: a) - Jitter as a function of X for Y = Q = 20 ; b) - Jitter as a function of Y for X = N = 7.

operate in saturation regime during transitions. However, this hypothesis falls as X goes up when Y is close to Q, except for
X = N . To illustrate this last point, one can observe the specific case of X = 6 and Y = 20 where the error is maximal. The
switching edges of the wave propagating through the ring become sharper as they cross the six fastest delay stages until they
reach the last slowest column. The 7th stage is only able to provide the minimal charging current to its output capacitance.
Hence, the input transition is much faster than the output one. The major part of the current is provided by the MOSFETs
when they operate in the triode region. This configuration is not taken into account in our model. The amplitude of this
phenomenon is related to Y and it takes importance as X is increased. It disappears when X = N , since every delay stage
operates at the same speed.

Still, the mean error remains low. This demonstrates that our hypotheses enable accurate modelling even for hand
calculations.

5.2 Period Jitter

Equation (24) expresses the DCO jitter as a function of σTOSCm
. As a prior step, we extracted the main chain jitter with

the SSTNOISE tool implemented in Eldo-RF without the tuning matrix. Its value is 83.76 fs. As a result, the complete
DCO structure can be predicted in association to the parameters summarized in Table 1 with respect to the input code. The
theoretical characteristic is drawn in Fig. 6.

The prediction is then compared to simulations. In order to highlight the observed deviations, we present the results
through the extreme cases. The predicted and simulated curves are plotted in Fig. 7a for Y = Q while X varies from
0 to N. This is equivalent to a matrix filling from the left to the right end. In Fig. 7b, Y ranges from 0 to Q while X
remains equal to N . This is equivalent to a matrix filling from the top to the bottom. The maximal difference between
the predicted and simulated results does not exceed 32% for both representations. It is obtained when all the tuning cells
are disabled. The error decreases as the number of activated cells increases and is lower than 1% for X = N and Y = Q.
There are several origins of the underestimation of the period jitter described in our model. First, we previously noted the
dispersion between the theoretical and simulated DCO period. It affects the jitter calculation. Moreover, we considered that
the disabled inverters do not contribute to the noise integrated by the capacitive load CL. Thus, the formulation of σTOSC

in (23) is optimistic. However, the trends and the orders of magnitude are in line with the expectations.

5.3 Power-Jitter Trade-Off

The reduction of the period jitter is at the expense of an increase of the power supply consumption. The reverse is also true.
This compromise depends on the reference gate-width, WseP , which has no influence on the oscillation period.

In order to verify this last hypothesis, simulations were performed on the DCO for WseP ranging from 4 to 64 µm, when
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X = 7 and Y = 20. Simulation results are plotted in Fig. 8. Of course, one can note that the channel widths of MseN and
MtsP,N follow this variation according to coefficients β and γ.

Figure 8: Illustration of the power-jitter trade-off related to WseP for all tuning cells enabled.

Simulations demonstrate that the period changes less than 2.2% while the reference gate-width is multiplied up to sixteen
times. Interestingly, they show that the power consumed by the controlled oscillator is directly proportional to WseP while
the period uncertainty (i.e. jitter) decreases as the inverse of its square-root in accordance with our expectations.

The minimal jitter value is obtained for X = 7, Y = 20 and WseP = 64 µm, when the power consumption is maximal.
This was cross-checked with equation (23) in [34]. This publication deals with the minimum achievable phase noise (and
jitter) of an oscillator. The concerned equation was computed with our design parameters: VDD = VGS = 1.2 V, VTH = 206
mV at T = 25◦C (from the Design-Kit documentation), at the oscillation frequency f0 = 520 MHz (TOSCmin = 1.93 ns) and
Pmin = 38 mW (see Fig. 8). By the end, the period jitter, computed with [34], is about 32 fs while our prediction with our
equation (24) is 29 fs. Our model again underestimates the period uncertainty but the deviation is only of 10%.

5.4 Control Strategy

Aside from the good agreement between prediction and simulation, the results and, more specifically the 3D representation
of TOSC in Fig. 5a, emphasize valuable properties. Indeed, this mapping provides a global view of the oscillation period
for any matrix state. To navigate within it by following a direction, or another one, implies different DCO responses. This
is shown with Fig. 9. The latter illustrates two activation strategies of TS inverters equivalent to two different trajectories
within the 3D mapping.

Figure 9: Activation paths of TS inverters following ControlR and ControlC strategies.

On the one hand, ControlR consists of enabling the next TS cell just on the right, in the same row. When a row is fully
active, the operation continues with the activation of the first TS inverter at the left end of the following row, and so on. It
is equivalent to browse the map following the X -axis from 0 to 7. When X = 7 is reached, the operation is renewed with
the immediately higher value of Y. On the other hand, with ControlC , the next tuning cell which is enabled is below, in the
same column. When a column is fully active, the next one is started. This path is equivalent to navigate through the map
by following the Y-axis from 0 to 20 and to increment X at the next iteration. The both control strategies lead to different
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DCO transfer characteristic presented in Fig.10. It is worth noting that for implementing one of these tuning strategies, the
simple AND operation of X and Y is not applicable and, an adjustment of the activation circuitry is required.

Figure 10: DCO Period and frequency responses, as a function of the number of active tuning cells, and for ControlR and
ControlC .

Regarding ControlR, the oscillation period is inversely proportional to the number of active tuning cells. Even more
interesting is that the DCO output frequency grows linearly with the activation of TS inverters. It is especially suitable for
designing an ADPLL [14].

ControlC shows different properties. The frequency response does not show as much interest. However, the oscillation
period has a quasi-linear decrease with the activation of the next columns. In addition, the modulation of the delay introduced
by each stage, when turning-on TS inverters in a same column, is highlighted here. These features are particularly appropriate
to All-Digital Delay-Locked Loops and are reported in [35].

Having said that, ControlR is the most widely used strategy, see [9,14–16]. Therefore, the study continues with Circuit-M
(M for Measurement) whose tuning strategy relies on ControlR.

6 Experimentations on Circuit-M

Circuit-M was manufactured with LVT-LP (Low-VTH and Low-Power) MOSFETs provided by the STMicroelectronics 65nm
Design-Kit. A die microphotograph of the fabricated chip is given in Fig. 11.

Circuit-M represents an interesting study case because the SE and TS inverters do not have the same channel-length.
Therefore, the established model is revised at the beginning of this section. Moreover, in opposition to Circuit-S, SE inverters
of this chip were implemented with the minimal channel-length allowed by the technological process. Thus, short-channel
effects are included in experimental results.

One can note that the circuit was fully described in [16] as a DCO featuring a linear transfer characteristic for the output
frequency versus the input code. Then, in this section, for convenience, we focus on the output frequency instead of the
oscillation period. As an extra contribution to [16], we provide the theory demonstrating the published simulation results
and the measurement results as a proof. Finally, the jitter is analyzed.

Figure 11: Circuit-M die microphotograph.
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6.1 Brief Circuit Description

Circuit-M is a 10-bit DCO. The chip operates within the frequency range [1.1-2.8 GHz] at ambient temperature. Its core is
built on the association of a 7-stages ring oscillator and a regular array of 266 switchable elements (N = 7 and Q = 38). In
this matrix, 11 cells are included for trimming purpose in case of PVT (Process, Voltage, Temperature) variations and are
activated with a dedicated control scheme. The 255 remaining TS inverters serve for the frequency coarse tuning and are
individually enabled through the 8 most significant bits of the input word. In addition, both least significant bits allow the
frequency fine tuning by enabling a single TS inverter placed on the 2nd, the 4th and the 6th columns.

For the following calculations, the design parameters related to Circuit-M are summarized in Table 2 (from [16]), where
SE, CT, FT and TR stand for Single-Ended, Coarse-Tuning, Fine-Tuning and TRimming inverters, respectively.

Table 2: Circuit-M design parameters

Parameter Value Cell Type # of cells MOSFET WP /WN/L (µm)
VDD 1.1 V SE 7 26.4/18.72/0.06

# of bits 10 CT 255 2.4/1.6/0.12
N 7 FT 3 0.56/0.4/0.12
Q 38 TR 11 2.4/1.6/0.12

6.2 Revised Model

For the sake of simpicity, at least in the first round, we neglect the influence of the FT inverters for two reasons. Firstly, there
are only 3 cells, in comparison, there are 266 CT and TR cells. Secondly, the gate area of a FT inverter represents slightly
less than a quarter of that of a single CT or TR cell. As a consequence, their contribution to the total stage capacitance CL
can be neglected in comparison to those of other devices. Finally, by referring on the MOSFET aspect ratios summarized in
Table 2, the reader can conclude that the current provided to CL by a CT or TR inverter is five times greater than the one
drawn with a FT inverter. Thus, it can be omitted for calculating the stage total current, ISi.

These assumptions lead us to express CL such as :

CL = Cse +QC3 = Cse(1 +QRGA) (39)

with RGA as the ratio of gate-area between a TS inverter (CT or TR) and the SE one. This new parameter distinguishes
(39) from (6). It equals :

RGA =
L3(W3P +W3N )

Lse(WseP +WseN )
(40)

And Y inverters are enabled for the ith stage, CL is (dis-)charged with ISi described as in (41):

ISi[Y] = Ise + YI3 = Ise(1 + Yβ̃) (41)

In this last equation, β̃ relates the aspect ratio of a CT (or TR) inverter to that of a SE one. Its formulation is given in
equation (42) where, as previously, we assume that charging and discharging current are equals.

β̃ =
W3P

L3

Lse
WseP

=
W3N

L3

Lse
WseN

(42)

Having defined CL and ISi allows expressing the operating range, the frequency resolution and the expected jitter of Circuit-M.

6.2.1 Oscillation Frequency

The chip oscillates at its minimal frequency when all tuning and trimming inverters are off (i.e., ISi[0] = Ise). Hence, we
have:
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FOSCmin,0 =
Ise

2ηNVDDCse

1

1 +QRGA

= FOSCm
1

1 +QRGA
(43)

and similarly to the previous study case, FOSCm stands for the oscillation frequency of the main chain alone (matrix
disconnected). The reader can observe the particular notation used for the indices of FOSC , in the above equation, it takes
into account the conditions: ”0” for all TR inverters turned off.

At the other end, the maximal oscillation frequency is reached when all tri-state inverters are activated (i.e., Y = Q for
each stage), it yields:

FOSCmax,11 = FOSCm
1 +Qβ̃

1 +QRGA
(44)

Finally, the coarse frequency step, ∆FC , is obtained by dividing the calculated range by the total number of TS cells.
The calculation results in:

∆FC =
FOSCmax,11 − FOSCmin,0

NQ
=

β̃

N
FOSCmin,0 (45)

6.2.2 Period Variance

Expressing the period jitter as a function of the input code, for this control scheme, requires to include the modulo operator
in analytical developments. It allows taking into account the progressive filling of a row before activating the TS inverters of
the next one.

So as to obtain a fairly simple equation, we propose an alternative approach for quicker calculations by designers. It
consists to compute the period jitter only for fully-enabled rows. It is equivalent to estimate the period jitter for each seven
increments. In this way, the calculations are very similar to those presented for Circuit-S with Xi always equal to 1.

By relying on (22), the delay variance of a stage is:

στDi

2[Y] =
1

2

SinseP

IseP
2 τDm

1 +QRGA
(1 + β̃Y)2

= στDm

2 1 +QRGA
(1 + β̃Y)2

(46)

where στDm
2 is still related to the delay variance of the SE inverter. Thence, the period variance is directly given by:

σTOSC

2[Y] = 2NστDm

2 1 +QRGA
(1 + β̃Y)2

= σTOSCm

2 1 +QRGA
(1 + β̃Y)2

(47)

with σTOSCm
2 as the period variance of the SE ring oscillator.

6.2.3 Expected Results

We simulated the RO (matrix disconnected). Its natural oscillation frequency FOSCm equals 7.1 GHz with a period jitter,
σTOSCm

, of 2.99 ps. In this way, from the dimensions summarized in Table 2 and the relations established within the previous
two subsections, we predicted the frequency and jitter characteristics of Circuit-M. The numerical application is compared
with the simulation results of the complete DCO structure in Table 3. Note that, ∆FF stands for the fine frequency step. It
is computed by dividing by 4 the value of ∆FC , according to the MOSFET geometrical factors summarized in Table 2.
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Table 3: Expected Performances of Circuit-M

Parameter Prediction Simulation
Frequency (MHz) FOSCmin,0

H 459.09 611.89
FOSCmin,11

N 491.97 -
FOSCmax,0

H 1220.76 1258.19
FOSCmax,11

N 1252.06 -
∆FC 2.98 2.53
∆FF 0.74 0.63

Jitter (ps) σTOSCmin,0 3.17 -
σTOSCmax,11 8.32 -

H : TR cells are off
N : TR cells are on

6.3 Measurement Results

The modelling work presented throughout this paper is finally assessed by measurements on the fabricated chip, which are
subsequently compared to the expectations.

Figure 12: Experimental setup for the characterization of Circuit-M.

6.3.1 Setup

It is illustrated by Fig. 12. The designed DCO is embedded on a specific Printed Circuit Board (PCB). It includes an
adjustable voltage regulator so as to power the controlled oscillator. The 10-bit input code is generated from a Matlab script
which runs on the Digital Sampling Oscilloscope (DSO) Teledyne LeCroy WavePro 760Zi. The command is sent via the USB
interface to the Arduino Nano microcontroller, operating as a serial-to-parallel data converter, in order to drive Circuit-M.
The same DSO serves as the measuring instrument and probes the DCO output after a clock division by a factor of 16. The
frequency division is required here to not exceed the frequency limitation of the I/O pads (i.e., 280 MHz in our case).

6.3.2 Frequency Characteristics

Fig. 13 shows the DCO transfer characteristic obtained by measurement, simulation and theory, when the typical supply
voltage VDD = 1.1 V is applied. The frequency measured at the PCB output is multiplied by 16 so as to reflect the DCO
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Figure 13: Comparison between the measured, the simulated (post-layout) and the theoretical DCO transfer characteristic,
for VDD = 1.1 V.

output. Note that the curve associated to the measurements is the average over 10 instances of Circuit-M. By taking the
measurements as the reference, the discrepancy with theoretical calculations never exceeds 8.2%, with a quasi-constant shift
of 50 MHz. We attribute this to process variations observed over the 10 chips. Furthermore, for FOSCmax,0, it appears that
the simulation result is more faithful to the reality of the chip than the theory. However, for FOSCmin,0, the simulation shows
a deviation of more than 22% compared to the measurement.

Figure 14: 3D graphic of Circuit-M oscillation frequency tuned by the input code and the supply voltage VDD.

Fig. 14 plots the results of our experimental investigation concerning the DCO sensitivity to VDD. Through the adjustable
voltage regulator, the supply voltage is varied from 992 mV to 1.18 V. The illustration denotes the increase of the frequency
range covered by the oscillator as VDD is increased. The revised model demonstrated that FOSCmin, FOSCmax, ∆FC , and
thus ∆FF , are proportional to FOSCm. The natural oscillation frequency of the RO is described by the inverse of (11). Then,
FOSCm grows with VDD and justifies the observed behaviour of the DCO frequency range.

6.3.3 Period Drift

This last feature was measured thanks to the jitter analysis tool equipping the DSO : the WPZi-JITKIT. It was done in
accordance with the JEDEC standard JESD65B [36]. One million periods are acquired. The value of jitter is then stored
after 10.000 computations on this set of periods. This experiment is repeated 10 times for various input codes. Finally, the
average values and standard deviations are graphed in Fig. 15, in term of the input code and for VDD = 1.1 V. The predicted
jitter is superimposed on measurement results.

In a similar way to the study on Circuit-S, the Fig. 15 shows that our model underestimates the DCO jitter. In this
case, the mean deviation between the measurement and the prediction is about 0.81 ps while the maximal gap is observed
at 1.52ps for Code equal to 100.
Furthermore, it seems that our measurement protocol shows its limits for an input Code above 800 while the jitter is decreasing
and close to its minimal value. This outcome was partially expected. First, the measurement tool introduces a jitter floor
which is approximately 2 ps [37]. In addition, the experimental data include the jitter due to the on-chip buffers placed at
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Figure 15: Measured and predicted jitter for Circuit-M with respect to the input code.

the DCO output, plus the asynchronous clock divider and pads contributions [38,39]. Unfortunately, at this stage, we are not
able to quantify experimentally the impact of each of these components. Moreover, we suspect possible parasitic contributors
related to the off-chip measurements.

Anyway, the trend between the jitter measurement and our (revised) model are in agreement and finally reinforce the
validity of the proposed model.

7 Conclusion and Perspectives

This paper proposes a comprehensive analytical study of the tri-state inverter based DCO. This is achieved by expressing
its oscillation period and the associated uncertainty, with respect to the input code, by relying on properties of a classic SE
RO. These derivations yield the elaboration a design guide. Relating the design steps of the DCO to those of the well-known
RO enables either a fast implementation from digital standard cells or fast optimization with a (full-)custom design for more
stringent specifications. To this end, two circuits are presented and validate our assumptions: Circuit-S and Circuit-M, with
simulations and measurements, respectively. Both are designed with the STMicroelectronics CMOS 65nm process.

Circuit-S showed the developed model is accurate enough to predict the oscillation period with a mean relative error
of 5.4% compared to electrical simulations. Furthermore, the period jitter can be predicted with a maximal discrepancy
of 32% compared to simulations. The jitter formulation as a function of the input code is one of our contributions to the
state-of-the-art. At our best knowledge, this is the first initiative to equate the period uncertainty according to the DCO
state.

The measurements performed with Circuit-M support our analysis and results. Contrary to Circuit-S, this chip is built
from MOSFETs sized at the minimal channel length. Hence, Circuit-M is subject to short-channel effects. As a reminder, the
transistors of Circuit-S are almost eight times longer than those of Circuit-M. For the latter, the measurements demonstrate
that our assumptions and model remain valid. A maximal gap of 8.2% between the predicted oscillation frequency and the
measured one and a mean deviation of 0.81 ps between the predicted and measured jitter are observed.

In perspective to this work, we plan to address two main points. First, the jitter measured with Circuit-M should be
studied with more details to quantify the contribution due to each part (out of the DCO itself), even if the trend is well-
respected. It could require the fabrication of a new test-chip. Finally, we intend to integrate the proposed design procedure
within an automatic design tool. This work is actually in progress.
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